
 

 
Humanity’s Inner Shift 

a commentary from  

Master Yeshua 
 

 

Much is being written and discussed about “the shift.” There are obvious 

external shifts as Mother Earth – the great, independent Being of which 

we are part – goes through her own vibratory evolution, travels her own 

spiritual path. That shift is not my focus, nor is the “ascension” that is 

so commonly partnered with "the shift."  

 

There is simply far too much fear and speculation being shouted out to 

humanity about the spiritual changes – shifts – that are going on, not 

only for Mother Earth, but for the Great Beings throughout the cosmos 

that we call planets and stars. If that is the information you want, then 

there are plenty of people out there explaining how they see these 

shifts. I speak of the shift that must happen for humanity, the inner 

shift that must accompany the cosmic outer shift. And that inner shift, 

simply stated, is “awakening.”  

 

This can be one of humanity’s finest decisions, as – on a mass scale – 

they awaken to who they are as souls.  

 Internally, humanity awakens to the relationship they have with 

their personal souls, with Creation, with God in whatever way 

they see the Divine Creator.  

 

 They awaken outwardly to the responsibility they have for 

relationships to other people, other life forms, including their 

responsibility to the Earth on which they live. Without the Earth, 

humanity does not exist. It is that simple.  
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The shift of which I speak is tied to recognizing the inescapability of 

Oneness1.  

 

Now clearly not everyone who is part of this shift understands the total 

ramification. Yet they are awakening. They are awakening as 

individuals, and as individuals they are forming groups. I will emphasize 

that again: forming and working in groups.  

 

This awakening is what the shift is about. People may awaken in many 

different ways. They will use many different words. They will respond 

with action in many different ways. The constant through all this will be 

changing relationships, most importantly changing relationships with 

established institutions – be they economic, governmental or spiritual.  

 

Complete success may not be a given, but there is a base of spiritual 

stability in humanity at this point in time, and forward looking 

optimism, and leaders who are calm, assured, and peaceful – leaders 

who are presenting ways forward.  

 

All this creates great optimism that humanity will make decisions to 

build anew, to free itself from institutions that no longer serve.  

After Egypt and Egypt's approach to this shift, my personal optimism 

grows.    

 

It cannot be ignored that humanity is at a decision point that is 

approximately the same place they were once before – in Atlantis. 

 

We who know what happened, we who remember what it was like, and 

everyone who understands what the consequences of failure would be 

for the evolution of humanity on Earth – we state unequivocally that we 

do not want another Atlantis.  

 

There are many writings on this phenomena as well. I will simply say 

that I view this as a great opportunity before humanity. I see the 

opportunity to choose the path of love, Oneness, sharing, growth, and 

inner awakening.  

 

                                    
1 Master Yeshua discusses Oneness in essay 11-05.  
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This is the opportunity that lies before humanity. And, quite frankly, 

with any opportunity, we are back to our friend “free will.” You can, of 

free will, choose to pound the drum of fear. You can, of free will, choose 

the path of awakening. 

 

There is a state of spiritual maturity in humanity that gives me hope 

that the path of awakening is – and will continue to be – the path that 

is chosen.   

 

Thank you.   

 

Yeshua / Jeshua 

 

15 April, 2011* 
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